We consider self-similar Borel probability measures }i on a self-similar set E with strong separation property. We prove that for any such measure /i the derivative of its distribution function F{x) is infinite for /i-a.e. X e E, and so the set of points at which F(x) has no derivative, finite or infinite is of ^i-1 Introduction.
Introduction.
Let E C R be a Borel set, let /z be a finite, atomiess Borel measure on E. The first equality in (1) implies that for /i-a.e. x e E, f,
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In the following, we consider £^ as a class of self-similar sets, and {.i as the self-similar measures on E. In the present paper, we show that their distribution functions have infinite derivatives for //-a.e. x £ E.
A self-similar set E in M. is defined as the unique nonempty compact set invariant under /ij's:
where hjix) = ayx -\-bj, j -0,1,..., r, with 0 < aj < 1 and r > 1 being a positive integer. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that bo = 0 and ar +br = 1. We fin-thermore assume that the images hji[0,1]), j = 0,1,... ,r are pairwise disjoint (i.e., E satisfies the strong separation property) and are ordered from left to right. We remark that this assumption implies that the h/s satisfy the open set condition with the open set (0,1), which is less general than the usual one defined by [6] . It is well-known that dim// E = dims E = dimpE = ^ £ (0,1) and 0 < H^iE) < V^{E) < +oo whtm-i is given by E;=oaHl(ref. [6] ).
As usual, the elements of E in (2) can be encoded by digits in H = {0,1,..., r} as follows. We write i1^ = {a = ((T(1),(T(2), ...) : a(j) 6 Q} and W = U^if^*" with Q.'' = {a = (a(l),fT(2),... ,(T(fc)) : aij) £ fi} for fc £ N. |a| is used to denote the length of the word a € 0*. For any fT, T G Q.*. write u * T -(a(l),... ,i7{|o'|),r(l), ...,r(|T[)), and write T*a = (r(l),,..,T(|r|).a(l},fT (2) 
Obviously, /i is atomless. Consider the distribution function of such a probability measure //, also called Cantor function or a self-affine 'devil's staircase' function,
Then F(x) is a uon-decreasing continuous function with F(0) < F(l); that is, constant off the support of //. Obviously, the derivative of F{x) is zero for each X G [0,1] \ E. In particular, the set 5 of points of non-differentiability of F{x); that is, those x where 4 = lim L, ,f,< S s^o s \ -6 (toes not exist eitlier as a finite number or oo, has Lebesgue measure 0. The Hausdorff dimension of 5 has been obtained (ref. [1, 2, 3, 5] for the case Pi = af, [8] for the case pi = ai{Yl^-^o ">)~^ ^^^ [7] for the case pi > a^). Let E* =E\ {endpoints of E}, and .. n r T={tEE*:
Then fi{T) = 1 by the law of large numbers. We decompose the set 5 into
where N'^iN~) is the set of points in E* at which the right (left) derivative of F{x) doesn't exist, finite or infinite, 2" is a subset of the set of endpoints of E, so at most countable. In the present paper, we prove the following theorem. 2 Proofs.
In this section, we first prove in the following Proposition 2.1 that Fix) has infinite upper derivatives for /i-a.e. x E E (although it can be obtained directly from Thus, the upper right derivative of E{x) at t is infinite by (6) and (5) ./ -» +OO. Symmetrically, the upper left derivative of E{x) aX t oi E is also infinite. D 
and in addition by (5),
.. 
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Let tJi 94 WENXIA LI Taking logs and using (12) and (13), we obtain logQ ^ ( -77 : 1) logpr + -r. r ^ log -^ < clogpr < 0. (15) From (14) and (15) 
